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Abstract

In this paper, we present some useful formulas to get appropri-
ate reparametrization for the reliability function at time t considering
censored lifetime data and an exponential distribution. With the ob-
tained reparametrizations, we get very accurate approximate inference
results based on the usual normal limiting distribution for the maxi-
mum likelihood estimator of the reliability function.
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1 Introduction

Usually, statisticians consider the asymptotical normality of the maxi-
mum likelihood estimators to get inferences for the reliability function at
time t assuming different parametric models and censored observations (see
for example, Lawless, 1982). These asymptotical results could be very poor,
considering small or moderate sample sizes. One alternative to improve the
approximate inference results, is to consider an appropriate reparametriza-
tion to get good “normality” of the likelihood function (see for example,
Anscombe, 1964; or Sprott, 1973, 1980).

Good parametrization also is very important to get accurate Bayesian
inferences considering numerical or approximation methods for posterior mo-
ments or posterior densities of interest (see for example, Achcar and Smith,
1990; Kass’and Slate, 1992; or Hills and Smith, 1993).

Assuming an exponential distribution for the lifetimes in a reliability
experiment, we use some well known parametric families of transformations
for proportions (see for example, Guerrero and Johnson, 1982; or Aranda-
Ordaz, 1981) to get good “normality” for the likelihood function. To get an
apprOpriate data dependent reparametrization for the reliability function at
time t, we explore a measure to nonnormality of likelihood functions given by
the standardized form of the third derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood
function (see Sprott, 1973; or Kass and Slate, 1992).

-
. With the proposed reparametrization, ;we get in a very simple way, ac-

curate inference results for the reliability function at time t. We can check
the adequability of the obtained reparametrizations by considering plots or
some diagnostic measures for nonnormality of likelihood functions (see for
example, Kass and Slate, 1992; or Hills and Smith, 1993).

We illustrate the proposed methodology, considering an example with
type II censored data, where it is possible to compare obtained approximate
confidence intervals with exact results.



2 Some Reparametrizations for the Reliabil-
ity Function at Time t

One way to improve the “normality” of the maximum likelihood estimator
for the reliability function at time t, R(t) = P(T > t), is to consider different
parametrizations or transformations of R(t). For example, we could explore
the usual logit reparametrization 451, = ln[R/(l -R)], where R = R(t).
Some parametric families of transformations for proportions (see for example,

' Atkinson, 1985) also could be explored to improve the “normality” of the
likelihood of R(t). One of these transformations which yields the logit as
A approaches zero, is the folded power transformation (see Mosteller and
Thkey, 1977, p.92) given by

'

4&0) = R‘ -(1 - R)“ (1)

where 0 5 R 5 1. One disadvantage of the folded power transformation, is
that except for a few special values of A, such as zero and one, analytical
inversion of transformation (1),is not possible.

To obtain an invertible family of transformations which includes the logit,
Guerrero and Johnson (1982), suggested the transformation

¢am= {(l—f-‘fif—lvx- (2),

For a. given A, we can consider a modified form of Guerrero and Johnson
transformation given by

mo.) =_ (14g — 1 , (3)

which should not produce different results as considering (2),
, 7

The advantage of the transformation (3) is that it is readily inverted.
With 456; = ¢GJ()\), we obtain,

R _ (¢GJ +1?”
— 1+ (¢GJ +1?” ' (4)
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Another transformation for proportions is suggested by Aranda-Ordaz
(1981),

_ -(1 - It)"WW) RA + (1_ R”. (5)

The inverse of transformation (5) is given by

R A l + ¢Ao(l-R)= (1—¢Ao) (6)

We observe that both transformations ¢‘GJ(A) and ¢A°(A) give the logit
transformation for A: 0.

To consider one of the reparametrizations (3) or (5), we should have an
appropriate value of A that gives good “normality” of the likelihood function
for ¢(A). One way to find this value,’is to choose Ain (3) or (5) that gives
third derivatives of the logarithm of the likelihood function Z(¢(A)) at the
maximum likelihood estimator ¢(A)in a standardized form,

srp($(1))=|ma(1))((41am)3” (7)

close to zero (see for example, Sprott, 1973; or Kass and Slate, 1992).

3 Asymptotical Inferences for the Reliabil-
ity Function at Time t Considering an Ex-
ponential Distribution and Censored Data

I

Supposethere is a random sample of 11 units with lifetimes T1, T2, . . . , T",
but that associated to each unit is also a fixed censoring time L > 0 (type I
censored data). We observe T only if T; 5 L,- and the data consists of pairs
(t¢,6,~),i=1,.. ,n, wheret =rnin(T,~,L,-.~)and6 =1ift =Tor6 =0if
tit-Li.



Considering the exponential model,
1

me) = ae-‘f‘ , (8)

and type I censored data, the likelihood function for 0 is given by

L(o)= WM 533} (9)

where d: {2.1 6,- is the observed number of lifetimes, and T: 2?=,t-
ZieD T + 2,“ L,- is the total observed lifetime for the 71 units, where D
and C denote the sets of units for whom lifetimes are observed and censored,
respectively (see Lawless, 1982, p.105).

With type II censored'data, the form of the likelihood function is identical,
but d is fixed and T: 2,-___, q.) + (n——d)t(4), where t(1),t(g),.. qt“) are the
first d ordered observations of a random sampleof size n from the exponential
distribution (8).

From (9), we get the likelihood function for the reliability at time t given
by

RT][t
L(R)—- —(-1nR)‘ (10)

where 0 < R < l.

The maximum likelihood estimator for the reliability function at time t,
R(t)—-- exp {—dt /T} has an asymptotic normal distribution based on Fisher
observed information, given by _

dtzc—2dt/T
}fi(t) 1: N {e“/"; T2

(11)

i

which could be usedto construct hypothesis tests or confidence intervals for
‘ R(t). In practical work, this normal approximation can be very poor for
small or moderate sample sizes. y, _

Considering the Guerrero and Johnson transformation (3), the logarithm
of the likelihood function for ¢GJ(z\) is given by

[(¢GJ)_= —dlnt +dln{ln[1+(¢GJ +1)”in _ ‘1n[1+(¢a.1 +1)—1/,\].
- (12)



At the maximum likelihood estimator $57 = ( "fr - l)-i—1 , the second
and third derivatives of f(¢aJ) (see appendix 1) are given by

a 2

(”(WN) = — df’tz fut/T (ecu/r __ l)2(A+1) (13)

and

”(a )= T’(e“ _ Dam) 3 (1 + A-le-di/T) - 2T
GJ dA7t3e7“/T egg/T _ l ddted'fl'

_
Thus, the standardized form of the third derivative of £(¢GJ) at the max-

imum likelihood estimator 450.1 (see (7))1s given by

Atd’/’31+/\"16"'/T 2T .

5TD(¢c,-a)= (3
( )

(14)Tea-“WT eat/7 _ 1 f dMeat/r

Therefore, we find the appropriate value of A such that STD($GJ) = 0,
given by

TI

_ L e-dt/T,\_(3dt+1)(1— )- 1. (15)

With /\ given by (15), We can consider the asymptotic normality of $6.70),

d/\2 t2emit/T
}

T2 (edt/T _ l)2(z\+l)
(16)$6.10) 2' N {¢GJ(A)i

to get better inferences, especially for small or moderate sample sizes.

Considering the Aranda-Ordaz transformation (5), the logarithm of the
likelihood function for (15,400)is given by

'

—¢A° 1/1 T 1—45.40 ”A
e(¢A°)=—dlnt+dln{ln[1+(——1+¢Ao)l/}}_71n{1+(1+¢140) }

,
.

,

‘

(17)



At the maximum likelihood estimator

$Ao = [l _ (ea/T _ 1)A] /[1 + (cit/T __ l)x] ’

the second and third derivatives of (MAO) (see appendix 2) are given by

4T’e -za/r(eear _-1)’
("WA )= - - 18o

dt’)13(1—¢Sf4a)2
( )

and

m A ste-m/T e‘WT—l
2

3 4,” - 2T 2T —dt/T

HM): (‘ 3){CA ”345“ 411+ 21 }
dt’X“ (1 - 4530) t t

(19)

The standardized form of the third derivative of (MAO) at $40 is given by

dll’tAed‘lT 36—dt/T A 2T 2Te-dr/T)( 1 "MM-EX .th ) (2°)

Using an iterative procedure (e.g., Newton-Raphson method), we find A

such that, .

41/7 -d¢/T
_

1 _ dt/T _ 1._3c +2Te _2T_3{
(6 )”(A)“ 1 M th ”(eat/r-” (21)

With A given by (21), we also can consider the usual asymptotic normality
of the maximum likelihood estimator ¢A°(/\) based on the Fisher observed
information to get better inferences.

4 An Example

Consider a type II censoring data set consisting of n = 12 units where
the experiment terminated when it was observed d = 8 failures (data set
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introduced by Lawless, 1982, p.103). The observed lifetime (in hours) are
given by 31, 58, 157, 185, 300, 470, 497 and 673, where T = 2L, t‘i)+4t(g) =
5063. Assuming the exponential distribution with density (8), the maximum
likelihood estimator for the reliability function at time t=5A1s given by
fi(5)= 0 ”9921 iii-om the normal limiting distribution (11) for R(5), we find
a 952 confidence interval for R(5) given by (0. 9867, 0. 9976).

It is interesting to observe that 2T/0 has an exact chi-square distribution
with 2d degrees of freedom._ An exact 95% confidence interval for 0 is given
by (351.6; 1465.4) which corresponds to a 9572 confidence interval for R(5)
given by (0.9859; 0.9966).

'

Considering the Guerrero and Johnson transformation (3), we could im-
prove the “normality” of the likelihood function considering an appropriate
value for A in 41010). With t = 5, we find from (15), A = -0.3281.

Fkom the normal limiting distribution (16) for the maximum likelihood
estimator ¢GJ(-0. 3281) = —0. 7955, we find an appropriate 95x confidence
interval for ¢GJ('—-.0 3281) given by (-0. 8422, -0. 7487), which corresponds to
a better 95‘/. confidence interval for R(5) given by (0.9854; 0.9964).

We also could check the ”normality of the likelihood function in the
parametrization ¢GJ(—0. 3281) considering the t-plot (see Hills and Smith,
1993) T(dim) against some values of dim, where

me.) = sgngasa. — as.) {—2e(¢a.) +mam)?” (22)

and $31 is the maximum likelihood estimator of clay.

Since we observe a straight line (see figure 1), we conclude by the
“normality” of the, likelihood function» for ¢GJ(“0.3281). In the original
parametrization R(5), the plot of T(R(5)) against R(5) is markedly curved

.
_

(see figure 2), which indicates the nonnormality of the likelihood functiOn
fbr R(5).
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Figure 2: t-plot for R(5)



In the same way, we can improve the “normality” of the likelihood func-
tion considering an appropriate Value for Am the Aranda-Ordaz transforma-
tion 04°(A) given in (5). With t-- 5, and using Newton-Raphson procedure,
we find from (20), A= 0.4246.

Using the normal limiting distribution for the maximum likelihood esti-
mator ¢A,(0.4246)= 0.7726, we find an approximate 952 confidence interval
for 41.40.4246) given by (0. 7131; 0.8322), which corresponds to a 951 confi-
dence interval for R(5) given by (0.9854; 0.9964). "

In table 1, we have exact and approximate 95! confidence intervals for
R(t) with t = 30,500 and 2000, considering the parametrizations R(t),
¢aJ(A) and ¢A°(A), respectively. Wéobserve good inference results con-
sidering the parametrizations ¢GJ(A) and 41,40 (A) with the appropriate values
for A.

_

In‘vfigures 3,4 and 5, we have plots for the likelihood functions in the
different parametrizations. We observe good “normality” for the likelihood
functions considering the parametrizations ¢GJ(A) and ¢A°(A).

“Table 1: 9524 Confidence Intervals for R(t)

Uling Exact Asymptotical A Given Asymptotical A Given Asymptotical
t Distribution

_
NomLality by (15) Normality by (21) Norinality

for 2110 for R(t) for ¢GJ(A) for ¢An(A)

' 30 (0318293797) (0.9224;_0.9850) 00.3026 (0.9155;0.9786) 0.4844 (0.9152;0.9788)

500 (0.2412;0.-7109) (0.2054;0.7023) 0.0071 (0.2332;0.6930) 0.2761 (0.2319;0.6942)

2000 (0003402554) (0505001353) OJSQG ' (09026303373) 03339 (0003102477)

IO
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Overall Conclusions

The use of the reparametrizations 4’s.) and 454, could be of great practical
interest, since we get very simple and accurate inference results for the relia-
bility function at time t based on the asymptotical normality of the maximum
likelihood estimators. We also could consider other lifetime distributions to "

get similar results. If the proposed model has two or more parameters, we
could consider the “profile” likelihood for the reliability function at time t,
the obtain appropriate values for A in ¢GJ(A) and ¢A°(/\) using (7). In the
same way, we could consider the reparametrizations ¢GJ(/\) and 43,400) to get
better inferences “for “K -out-of-m” system reliability (see Martz and Waller,
1982).

,12



Appendix

(A.1) Derivatives of the Log-Likelihood Function for
¢GJ(A) Locally at the Maximum Likelihood Es-
timator 3010)

The logarithm of the likelihood function for 4101 = 4101”) (see (12))'is
given by

f(¢c.1)-‘ “4131+ d 111 307501) " -B(¢GJ) (A-l)
’

where B(¢c.-J)=1n[1 + Awe,» , and A(¢GJ)‘- (m + 1)m.
The first three derivatives of (way) are given by

u¢an= «1 %%3gf}— 1we»
A2

("WC“)— d égfil— d ($3)? - % B"(¢GJ)
( )

and
v

W» = iii?” 11 B""‘§:25;;‘;"“’+2d 6—5—2253)?m
Where B'(¢G'J')'= A'(¢GJ) /(1 + A(¢GJ)) ,

B~<¢m>~- _1_L_ (A—L) ,
_

Bl~<¢q1= 4m,— 3444711115st “(131551)“ ,

A'(¢GJ) = ”‘lx_(¢GJ + 1)-’/'\'I ,

A"(_¢GJ) = i (i + 1) (m + 1)'"""" ,

and
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A”’(¢o:) = —} (1 +1) G + 2) (450, +1)°”*"’ ,

At the maximum likeliho§d estimator $3, = (eat/r _ 1)” _ 1, we haw
A($a;) = em _1 ,

’

A'($G,)_- '_-“0m_ l)»\+1

A"($GJ)= §(§+ 1)1(eaw _1)=m ,

A"'($cu) = m}- (i + 1) (1+ 2) (ea/T _ 1)3x+1

B($GJ) = 3}! ,

(A.3)

B'(¢GJ)—_ __ H—dt/T(0/7 _1)A+1 ’

A ”+1 ' 2x
B"(¢GJ)— Lliee-dtlT(eem/T _ 1) + 317 e-2dt/T (ca/r _ 1)

+1

and,

B"'(¢GJ)—— —-3‘G + 1) (if?) e-dt/T (ea/r _ l)3*+1

+ I35 (X + 1) 6-”le (GMT — If)” _ 3725 e-sdt/T (eat/T __ 1)3"+3

- Thus

e”(¢GJ)= W-MIT (6dt/T __ 1)2(A+1)
‘

and
I 3(A+l)

I

(A.4)
4

A T2 an." 3 1+,\—l —dz/T
, U

(Ili(¢GJ) =
12:21?

82
211- {L ed‘lTe..] J _ “fez/T} .
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(A.2) Derivatives of the Log-Likelihood Function for
¢AO(A) Locally at the Maximum Likelihood Es-
timator ‘I’Ao()\)

AThe logarithm of the likelihood function for 4540 = ¢A,(/\) (see (17)) is
given by

«m = -d1nt + alumna) — gmm) (AD)

14 1/,\
where D(¢4°) = ln(1 + C(¢Ao)), and C(¢Ao) = (Wit)

The first three derivatives of ((duo) are given by
‘

1

an): dgf—Ifgy— 1mm
,, dD D' An

2
Ife (¢Ao)—" dm—(ffi‘fo))‘ d(p((:A°))) " $D (4’40)

and
,,, o"(m) dDm )D '(¢ d D(_¢n_4

3
113m1 (du0):-dD"(_L¢) 3 “Ho) +2 “(an)" m°)

(A.6)
where D’(¢A°) = C'(¢Ao) /(1 + C(¢Ao))

,, C"(¢A) C'M )D (¢Ao)= frown (Wain) ’

3'

. C'"(¢An ) _3C'(¢An)0"(¢4 ) C'U’A )
Dm(¢Ao)=1+c(¢A°)" (1+C(¢Ao))7° +2(1+C(¢£0)) ,

.

C'(¢Ao) = _fifl5 , CII(¢A°)= _‘(_‘%1)Y,(—¢Ao)

and

ammo) = ——‘°—=A‘(‘f_‘:,d’) {W (m at) (i — due) -1} -

15



At the maximum likelihood estimator

35m, = [1—(e4'lT—1)*]/[1+(emf—If] ,

C($Ao) = cit/T -' 1 1

, * _ _2 g‘VT..1
I

C (¢Ao) " «14345 ’
(A1)

C”($Ao)=w(§;$40)
b,"(“3’4°)

A can; - -
I

avg“) =H2, {1733—0 (2M, — i) (i - ¢Ao) -1} a

_-
A

‘

A 3,-4.1? eds/L,W“) = «it/T , mm = ——;(;(g,—Yl ,
40

D"($4o) = _—L_,-l‘=""’°"”"
(—‘§'—’— — $40) ,

we have: v-

A(1-33,°)

and

A se-dt/T eon/7:1 - 4,”- 33 c«4:17
an(¢A°) = _'£,\2_1'l{—2¢42q° + e

A + £9.)__ _
,\(1-¢A ) ,0

Qt-zdt/T}
4e'4"T(e‘“/T—l)_ A77 —

A 2

X(haw?)-

Thus

16



A _ e' a c _ ’
(”w”): a” 141794111 1)

am (1430)

and

31a c-fl‘t/T(edt/T_
(A.8)

(FPO-33,0),

- few—“3's.

("Ta“) = l): {ac-r]? _ 38,40 _
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